measurements of water flux through the strait.
Rising fuel costs threaten researchers from all countries involved in polar research. David Barber, chief scientist of the $40-million Canadian-led Circumpolar Flaw Lead study -the biggest single IPY project -fears that such expensive expeditions might soon become unaffordable.
In the United States, increased fuel and transportation costs have caused a $30-million shortfall in this fiscal year's $350-million Antarctica budget of the National Science Foundation's Office of Polar Programs (OPP). The agency has asked the government for a budget increase to compensate for the extra costs. But Congress is unlikely to pass the request before the next US administration is in office.
"We have to figure out how to get through, " says Karl Erb, director of the OPP. "We will make every effort to keep the science going and not cancel projects, but I do know we have to reduce or defer some of the things we had planned next year. "
The OPP is operating four icebreakers and a fleet of cargo aircraft in support of Antarctic research activities. Although ship operations will be maintained, the number of transport flights from New Zealand to Antarctica will be reduced, Erb says. A geophysical study of the Gamburtsev Mountains in eastern Antarctica -a large international IPY collaboration -is one of the projects that might get less air support, he says.
And the deployment of seismic sensors for the Polar Earth Observing Network (POLENET) project, an IPY collaboration with aims such as measuring the uplift of Earth's crust as a result of the West Antarctic ice sheet losing mass, may have to wait another year, says Erb.
Severe concerns about soaring costs were also raised last week in Moscow during the biennial meeting of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). "The common tenor is that painful cuts are unavoidable, " says Lochte, the German delegate to SCAR. To mitigate the fallout, the group is now discussing saving money by improving international cooperation. Joint logistics would help to reduce the number of aircraft flights and ship operations required for supplying and maintaining Antarctic stations.
Reduced ship time could also be partly compensated for by a more widespread use of buoys, autonomous underwater vehicles and unmanned aircraft, says Lochte.
Alternatives to diesel-fuelled ship engines, perhaps on the basis of hydrogen-powered fuel cells, are in an experimental stage of development at best. Nuclear-driven research ships, such as the fleet of nuclear icebreakers that Russia has in use, are also an option -but one that most governments consider environmentally and politically too risky. ■
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